VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL
MA IN COMMUNITY COUNSELING/CLINICAL MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING
PART II: SUPPLEMENTAL APPLICATION FORM
Specific graduate programs require applicants to submit a supplemental application form along with the basic
application. In this supplemental form, you are (1) requested to provide additional information, and/or (2) provided
with more specific instructions regarding information requested on the basic application form.

1.

NAME:

2.

What is your academic background in psychology?
Undergraduate psychology major
Undergraduate psychology minor
Graduate coursework in psychology: list degree or number of credits
Fewer than 15 credits (minor) in psychology

3.

If you have had fewer than 15 credits in graduate and/or undergraduate psychology, list all coursework, grades, and credit hours in both
psychology and in related fields such as sociology, social work, criminal justice, human development, etc.
Title

4.

Credits

What is your background in statistics? Check appropriate box(es) and indicate course and grade.
Undergraduate statistics in psychology:
Course_
Undergraduate statistics from another social science department:
Course_
Undergraduate statistics from a math or statistics department:
Course_
Graduate level statistics course:
Course_
No Course in statistics

Grade

Grade_
Grade_
Grade_
Grade_

5.

A detailed 4-6 page typed, double-spaced essay describing your (1) academic background; (2) potential success in forming
effective interpersonal relationships in individual and small-group contexts; (3) aptitude for graduate-level study; (4) career
goals and objectives and their relevance to the program; and (5) openness to self-examination and personal and professional selfdevelopment. This essay substitutes for "Section VI Reflective Essay" on the main application form.

6.

A resume or provide a list of your work experiences since high school in chronological order, giving a brief summary of the duties
performed.

7.

Please list other graduate schools you are considering or to which you are applying:

8.

If you do not meet the qualifications necessary for admission, what other reasons and/or work experiences should be considered? Attach
additional sheets if necessary.

Signature:

Date:

SEND ALL APPLICATION MATERIALS TO:
The Graduate School, Kretzmann Hall, 1700 Chapel Drive, Valparaiso University, Valparaiso, IN 46383
Upon receipt of all admission materials, the Admissions Committee for the graduate counseling programs will review the file. The applicant will be notified
in writing of the committee’s decision. Questions should be addressed to the Office of the Graduate School at 219.464.5313 or 1.800.821.7685.

